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Life Stance/             

Cultural Background  Gives one rank to each of the following skills     

Âsatrû ("the belief in deities") Acting, Dancing1, Religious Tradition, Singing1, Swords & Daggers2 and either 

Flute Playing or Lyre Playing (player's choice)1  

Seiðr ("tradition")  Dancing1, Fortitude, Rune Lore, Singing     

Byggjandi (“inhabitant”)  Concussion Weapons2, Crafts, Mêlée2, Seamanship2, Social Skills, Spears2,  

    Unarmed Combat2       

Veiðr ("hunting-gathering") Archery, Crafts, Foraging, Missile, Navigation, Spear Throwing2, Stealth, 

    Tracking 
1For female characters only 
2For male characters only, and for both female and male Þulr characters 
 

The Introduction of Agriculture 

The hunter-gatherers see themselves as the only truly 

free men in Þulê and regard the introduction of agriculture 

as the biggest disaster in Þulê's history. Only after 

agriculture was introduced and man settled down in 

permanent settlements did famine, malnutrition, war and 

tyranny become a reality; famine because the crops failed 

from time to time; malnutrition because settled men had a 

less varied diet; war because someone always wanted to 

take land owned by others when their own crops failed; 

tyranny because someone owned the land and decided 

who was to eat and who was to starve. The word “Lord” 

(“l[ev]ord”, from Þulêan hleif-vörðr, Old Þulêan hlaiba-
wardaR, Ancient Þulêan klaiba-wardas) even originally 

means “guardian of bread”. The hunter-gatherers in Þulê 

resist the agricultural revolution because they see what it 

leads to, but – alas! – they are fighting a losing battle. It is 

so much easier to just settle down and grow crops and 

raise farm animals instead of travelling around gathering 

the fruits of nature and hunting game, and with the ettin 

powers growing it is also becoming increasingly dangerous 

to be a hunter-gatherer. To many the safety of a strong 

stone house or any house in a walled-in settlement is just 

too tempting. 
 

NB! Both those with the Byggjandi and those with 

the Veiðr cultural background start with one rank to 

the Crafts skill, so in effect everybody in Þulê knows 

at least the basics of Crafts. To us this might seem 

stange, but in the past everybody did indeed know (and 

had to know) how to build and repair most of the things 

they needed themselves.  

Tribe Name 
The player can either choose a tribe for his character 

himself or the myth master can choose one for him, 

based on his character's birthplace. NB! Þulr 

characters have in this context Þulê as their birthplace. 

See The Land of Þulê for lists of tribe names. 
 

If the player wishes to include information about such 

things, and if the myth master allows it, the player can 

also decide for himself how many siblings and how large 

a family his character has. 
 

Alignment 
In MYFAROG there is a rather complex alignment 

system. You are not "good" or "evil", but either 

contemplative or ecstatic; harmonic or disharmonic; 

spiritual or materialistic; sympathetic or unsympathetic; 

or neutral to all of these factors, which in 

MYFAROG are called attitudes. 
 

The contemplative is intellectual, introvert and likes to 

meditate, think or pray. The ecstatic on the other hand 

is more extrovert and likes wild dancing, gorging, and 

other excitement, and is inclined to screaming and 

shouting or violence and combat. 
 

The harmonic is calm, peace seeking, balanced and 

conflict solving; he thinks things through before he acts. 

The disharmonic on the other hand is more hysterical, 

unbalanced, emotional and conflict seeking. 
 

“Dog does not eat dog.” 
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The spiritual always thinks about the consequences of 

his actions on a spiritual level and believes in a life or at 

least some form of existence after death. The 

materialistic on the other hand only thinks about the 

consequences he will face in life. He might still believe 

in a life after death, but even if he does this belief 

hardly influences his actions in life. 

 

The sympathetic is considerate, altruistic, kind and 

empathic. The unsympathetic is more ruthless, 

egotistical and merciless. 

 

The different combinations of attitudes make up the 

alignments in MYFAROG. A character's alignment 

says something about his motivations in life, his world 

view, values and morals, and is a guide for the player 

playing the character. The alignment is also some times 

essential for the development of the character (in 

relation to achieving certain character roles). 

 

The neutral is perhaps the most unusual of them all. 

He seeks fulfilment through patience, caution and 

mercy. In many ways he stands outside the normal 

society, but sometimes intervenes to restore balance. 

 

All Religious characters have a favourite deity 

determined by their alignment and get +2 on the 

maximum Power Level (PL) of favours they can ask 

from this particular deity. They also get +1 on the 

maximum PL of favours they can ask from the deities 

closest to their favourite deity (friend deities). These 

are listed in brackets next to the name of the favourite 

deity in the alignment list. Because Kaimadalþas is 

neutral there are no deities closer to him than the rest 

of the deities.   

The different alignments are evenly distributed 

amongst men, reflecting the diverse nature of man, but 

some human races are still inclined towards specific 

alignments. They might come from very homogeneous 

or narrow minded societies with little room for 

alternative thoughts and ideas or they have other 

limitations; intellectual, emotional or cultural. 

 

Good versus Evil 

The black and white world view found in most modern 

religions and ideologies, where some forces and 

powers are seen as good and only good, whilst others 

are seen as evil and only evil, does not exist in Þulê. 

Even the ettins are not seen as “evil”, but they are 

certainly very alien to man, very different and hard to 

figure out. They fell from the sky and landed on Earth, 

but nobody knows from whence or why they came. 

They collide with man only because they have other 

motivations and survival conditions, and an alien form of 

intelligence. 

 

Female Hunters    

Native female hunter-gatherers in Þulê hunt like the 

males do, only not when they are pregnant or have small 

children to care for, and not with spears or javelins. 

They are never expected to hunt large game or indeed 

large predatory animals though. Instead the hunter-

gatherer girls and women hunt small game using bow 

and arrow. For this they are no less suitable than the 

males are – and no less skilled. 

 

“He who fights with monsters must take care 

lest he thereby become a monster.” 

 

Race/*Species   Allowed Alignments        

*Koparmaðr   Hermetic, Plutonic, Poseidonic or Zevsean     

*Eirmaðr & Hâlôgi  Any          

Alfabôrinn   Aphroditic, Apollonian, Artemisian, Athenic, Demeteric, Dionysian,  

    Heliosean, Heraklean, Panic, Poseidonic or Selenic     

Âssfeðra/Âsynjubôrinn  Any (but always the same as their divine parent)     

Þulr    Apollonian, Athenic, Demeteric, Kronic or Selenic    
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Combination of Attitudes    Alignment Favourite Deity (Friend Deities)  

Contemplative, Disharmonic, Materialistic, Sympathetic Aphroditic Priô (Nerþus, Manô)   

Contemplative, Disharmonic, Materialistic,  Poseidonic Nerþus  (Priô, Skanþê)  

Unsympathetic 

Contemplative, Disharmonic, Spiritual, Sympathetic Heraklean Walê (Belus, Dunus)   

Contemplative, Disharmonic, Spiritual, Unsympathetic Zevsean Dunus (Sôwilus, Walê)   

Contemplative, Harmonic, Materialistic, Sympathetic Selenic  Manô (Priô, Skanþê)   

Contemplative, Harmonic, Materialistic, Unsympathetic Artemisian Skanþê (Nerþus, Manô)  

Contemplative, Harmonic, Spiritual, Sympathetic Apollonian Belus (Sôwilus, Walê)   

Contemplative, Harmonic, Spiritual, Unsympathetic Heliosean Sôwilus (Belus, Dunus)   

Ecstatic, Disharmonic, Materialistic, Sympathetic Panic  Wîtanas (Erþô, Kadnus)  

Ecstatic, Disharmonic, Materialistic, Unsympathetic Plutonic  Kadnus (Prius, Wîtanas)   

Ecstatic, Disharmonic, Spiritual, Sympathetic  Aresean Pirôsitê (Sagiô, Wôþanas)  

Ecstatic, Disharmonic, Spiritual, Unsympathetic  Hermetic Wôþanas (Dîwus, Pirôsitê)  

Ecstatic, Harmonic, Materialistic, Sympathetic  Demeteric Erþô (Prius, Wîtanas)   

Ecstatic, Harmonic, Materialistic, Unsympathetic  Dionysian Prius (Erþô, Kadnus)   

Ecstatic, Harmonic, Spiritual, Sympathetic  Athenic Sagiô (Dîwus, Pirôsitê)   

Ecstatic, Harmonic, Spiritual, Unsympathetic  Uranic  Dîwus (Sagiô, Wôþanas)  

Neutral       Kronic  Kaimadalþas    
 

The Origin of Religion 

It is not quite clear why some men stopped practicing 

Seiðr in favour of Âsatrû, but in a sense praying to the 

deities is not very different from asking the May King 

or May Queen for help in difficult situations. Another 

factor is that the deities made their appearance at 

some point. Now, the Traditional men believe the 

deities are mere spirits, (for now) too powerful for man 

to control, who have manifested themselves in physical 

form, in the image of the Religious man's ideals. Others 

however believe that the deities are actually ancient 

Þulr Seiðmenn who became so powerful that they 

transcended the laws of nature and became part of the 

elements themselves. They became gods and 

goddesses and their followers created Âsatrû, as a 

separate branch from the tree of traditions. 

 

Whatever is the case, the deities in Þulê are real and 

do aid and grant favours to their worshippers, so the 

obvious question is; why are there still men practicing 

Seiðr? 

Seiðmenn get +1 maximum PL on spells linked to a 

particular element determined by their alignment. 

 

Alignment Element  

Aphroditic Water  

Apollonian Fire  

Aresean Air    

Artemisian Water  

Athenic Air    

Demeteric Earth  

Dionysian Earth  

Heliosean Fire   

Heraklean Fire   

Hermetic Air    

Kronic   Spirit  

Panic  Earth   

Plutonic  Earth    

Poseidonic Water   

Selenic  Water   

Uranic  Air    

Zevsean Fire   
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